April 16, 2010 Scouting Report – Forget April...its June? Poa seedheads observed, Midday wilt
stress, Fairy ring prevention, Keith’s variety trials, and Nick’s new http://www.cdgaturf.com
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
We went forward. Yes, fast forward...by two months! This week felt like June in Illinois. With
two back-to-back days of 80 degree highs we just experienced something that we had not had
since mid-September last year. Checking our most recent springs (2008 and 2009 were overly
cool) 2010 continues to set itself apart. Way warm...like 139 year warmth. This current trend of
warmer than normal temperatures set a 139 year record for April with 80 degree highs in
Chicago. Thus the rapid green-up of turfgrass continues uninterrupted (with irrigation start up).

An unusually green golf green complex...record warm spring 2010 is responsible. Settle 4-14-10
Additionally, we have remained relatively dry. Our last significant rainfall was Wednesday, 7
April and for some it wasn’t that significant – trace amounts. Our story this week is ‘Juneweather’. April 2010 is dry, cloud-free, and record warm. It has been a good thing...many
courses needed an amount of recovery from levels of winter injury – freezing injury as well as
snow molds. For superintendents this might just be the best recovery of turfgrass in 139 years?
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2010 April Remains Unusually Warm...like 139 year unusual!
Warmest April open in 139 of weather records here by Tom Skilling 16 April, 2010
“The magnitude of the recent warmth has been impressive. Uninterrupted sunshine, low relative
humidities and strong subsidence beneath a powerful pocket of jet stream winds have been
critical in generating this week's early season warmth.” “Thursday's high of 83-degrees at
Midway and 82 at O'Hare helped boost April's average temperature to 56.8-degrees. It's a
reading which makes the month's opening 2 weeks the warmest April 1-15 period here in 139
years of weather observations. The reading is an astounding 11.8-degrees above normal.” above
the same period a year ago. This week's highs have been more typical of June than mid April.”
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Sunshine Course (Lemont, IL)
Sunshine Course weather data continues to tell the story –much warmer versus recent memory.

Less rainfall has meant more cloud-free days – this has positively impacted the warm-up in 2010.
http://weblogs.wgntv.com/chicago-weather/tom-skilling-blog/
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Warmer times ahead? This skip-a-month week of Spring... some issues were observed
Wilt stress. Our first experience of midday wilt stress occurred this week. It accompanied the
first regular use of irrigation systems in the Chicagoland area. For many this week represented
first preventive applications of both fungicides and wetting agents.

‘New’ for 2010 - wilt stress

‘Old’ for 2010 - winter injury

Wilt. This symptom of drought stress on a golf green collar is accompanied by symptoms of
residual winter injury of Poa annua which continue to recover on putting surfaces. Settle 4-16-10
For example, one troublesome disease that ‘concerns’ gold course superintendents each and
every year is fairy ring. A preventive approach now frequently utilized utilizes two systemic
fungicide applications prior to June 1st. Efficacy varies widely for numerous reasons and so we
also utilize curative treatments that incorporate multiple cultural practices. Fairy ring is unusual
in that so many multiple means are used to suppress its development – aerification, wetting
agents, and nitrogen fertility to name a few. In 2009, we found certain cultural practices ‘alone’
were capable of reducing fairy ring symptoms of a golf green in Hinsdale (west Chicago suburb).
We still have much to learn on timing and products that can work to suppress the various
basidiomycete fungi that cause this midsummer disorder of turfgrass. On golf greens the green
rings and arcs which can progress to kill turfgrass because our management of moisture is tightly
controlled – kept dry. For most, 2010 will be a year that we expect to see warmer summer
temperatures. If that is the case we can expect greater midday drought stress (abiotic), fairy ring
(biotic) and localized dry spot associated with both. In the world of golf greens, first
applications to suppress Poa annua seedheads have been made. In quick succession this week
applications began to be made to address fungi (e.g., fairy ring suppression on golf greens).
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Best method, 16 days after treatment, to provide fairy ring symptom suppression included many
fungicides, as well as cultural practices like solid-tine aerification and N by urea. Note newer
fungicides formulated with a green pigment were included in test: Triton Flo, Tartan, & Reserve.
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Did someone (besides Nick) say they saw a Poa seedhead? The wait is over...
Every year in spring we get excited about a little known event outside of golfdom. In the world
of Integrated Pest Management nothing quite fascinates us more than how to correctly time
applications. In the case of a lesser known turfgrass species, Poa anna var. reptans, it is all
about its flower – otherwise known as seedhead. As far as flowers go we do not like this one. It
can create a visibly objectionable turfgrass surface. In many instances golfers do not mind what
a green looks like. Instead it is all about ball roll and seedheads can interrupt that. So from both
a visual and a physical standpoint – Poa annua seedheads get people excited. It might also be
this is our first application of golf courses. Plant Growth regulators timed via computer models
(degree days) and/or by watching when other plants might flower too (phenology) is a big deal.
In any event three letters gets lots of attention each year – POA. Hmmm, so does another – ICE.
Scouting for Poa annua seedheads takes a little experience. Most superintendents use southfacing slopes of rough. I use the approach of number 1 green on Sunshine Course (sure-fire me).
Another method that worked well in 2010 – it matched the timing of dandilion flower.

You will notice the small patch of Poa annua is a limegreen color compared to the blue-gray of
creeping bentgrass. In this case, contamination of Poa annua on Sunshine Course is most
advanced here because those areas were sodded to frame in the newly built greens in 2002. The
sod was contaminated and hence, Poa annua (weed), was introduced to Sunshine. Settle 4-13-10
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Keith Rincker, M.S. - KRincker@cdga.org
Turfgrass Research Manager and Website Coordinator
A week after our first 80 degree temps of the season and we are back down to the 30’s or lower!
What a difference the weather can make. This spring has been much different than the last two.
We keep getting the 80 degree days and the grass is up and running. The turfgrass is repairing
itself from damage or just greening up from the winter brown. I looked up the growing degree
days for Illinois today and one year ago just to see how much farther along our growth was.
Growing Degree Days (base 32) of 2010 versus 2009 www.gddtracker.net
April 16, 2010

April 16, 2009

Northern Illinois

650-750

415-510

Central Illinois

840-900

609-730

Southern Illinois

950-1020

850-915

Chicago and central are about 200 growing degree days ahead of 2009 while southern Illinois is
only about 100 degrees ahead. This explains the quicker greenup and quicker recovery from
snow mold compared to 2008 and 2009. In our Kentucky bluegrass fairway trial I noticed greenup differences last week and quickly took ratings. Last year we seeded a wide variety of
bluegrasses in different classifications. This study includes classifications ranging from
Compact, Midnight, American, to Julia or Shamrock types and even a couple Aggressive and
Texas hybrids.

Kentucky Bluegrass Spring Green‐up (0‐9, 9=most
green), Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL April 7, 2010
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Compact Midnight

Earlier in the spring I noted that the “tallest” tall fescue varieties were greening up first by
pushing their growth out of the winter brown leaves. So far those observations seem to be true
for Kentucky bluegrass. However bluegrass varieties can also be described by the classification
that they fall into. Typically the compact and compact midnights have lower quality in the
winter and spring. In our study on Sunshine’s number 3 shows that several compact midnights
had lower spring green-up ratings while other varieties like Touche (Mid Atlantic classification),
Bedazzled (America), and Julia (Julia) all performed near the top of the trial.

Kentucky bluegrass varieties on Sunshine Course differ in genetic green color, as well as ability
green-up from dormancy. A total of 156 plots measuring 5 ft by 10 ft are used. Rincker 4-14-10
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Nick DeVries - ndevries@cdga.org
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
The new winters in the Midwest are a love/hate relationship for me. I hate the cold weather and
gloomy days of winter, but I love how special it makes the beautiful weather we have had this
past Wednesday and Thursday. This week I mowed the fairway bentgrass and tall fescue variety
trials. I also did some scouting around Sunshine Golf Course. Derek spotted some Poa annua
seed heads which no doubt he will write creatively about today. I am looking forward to this
summer and the hustle and bustle that comes with it.

A turf-type tall fescue trial established by Keith Rincker during summer 2009 receives its first
clipping. The study will examine a turfgrass species that is largely unused in northern Illinois. In
total 58 varieties, K-31 to experimental varieties, will determine ‘the good, the bad, and the ugly’
to benefit the golf course superintendents and turfgrass professionals of Illinois. Settle 4-16-10
Today I gave a tour of Sunshine GC to Tim Sibicky and company (Keith Rincker’s replacement
to be). Tim is a Rutgers graduate advised by Dr. Bingru Huang. With a M.S. degree in turfgrass
science and a strong plant physiology background he will make a great addition to the CDGA
Turfgrass Team. The golf house is a fine establishment and I am continually grateful to be here.
P.S. Please discover the ‘new and improved’ website at http://www.cdgaturf.com
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IL Weather – Min/Max air temperatures (degrees F). April = June? Highs in 80s blanket
Illinois and the upper Midwest. http://www.isws.illinois.edu/warm/mapdesc.asp
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A tree swallow perched near Sunshine Course on a bur oak tree I named ‘Kane’. Settle 4-13-10

An impressive snow mold research trial. Paul Koch and Dr. Jim Kerns teach us about snow
molds in a year of lengthy snow cover – 106 days at this site in Stevens Point, WI. Settle 4-15-10
Thank you for your continued support and communication...
Derek, Keith, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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